“Connection is the ONE THING that determines your success
or failure in business…and in life.” ~Wendy Burruel

Wendy Burruel is an International best-selling
author, speaker, coach and consultant who
is inspiring a global conscious movement by
encouraging people around the world to connect
more openly, honestly and authentically with one
another. In her speaking events and workshops,
Wendy shares with audiences ways that they may
be disconnected from life around them and how
to maximize connections at home and work for
happier lives.
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Making real connections for success at work
Gender diversity in the workplace
Effective team building
How to network effectively
(not swapping business cards)
• Leadership connections
• Human behavior and connections at work
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Rave Reviews

About Wendy

“Wendy’s talk exceeded everyone’s expectations
and she made a real and immediate connection
with this audience and hand them in the palm of
her hand from start to finish.”

If your audience is seeking happier home and work lives,
chances are that they are experiencing disconnection, but
can’t quite put their finger on why they’re not as happy as
they could be. There is a profound cost in life and in business
when we are disconnected from each other. In business, it
can mean lost relationships and negative financial impact.
In personal lives, it can be as extreme as self-medicating
with food, alcohol or drugs – even causing suicides and
workplace violence.

~ Courtney Kirschbaum, CEO of Original Experience

“Wendy is truly one of the most dynamic and
authentic speakers I know! She was a featured
guest speaker at my IT’S TIME LIVE event and I’m
STILL getting feedback on how much Wendy’s
presentation has positively impacted them and
encouraged them to live their lives to the fullest!
She is a GIFTED and CAPTIVATING speaker
who pulls audience members in and leaves
them educated, enlightened, empowered and
connected. If you are looking for a speaker to help
your audience maximize potential and achieve
extraordinary results, then having Wendy speak
at your next corporate or private event is a MUST!
I promise you won’t be disappointed.”
~ Romeo Marquez Jr., CEO of IT’S TIME LIVE events

“Wendy’s speech and
completely profound.”
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~ Paul Buitrago, seminar attendee

Wendy helps audiences uncover areas of disconnection as
a critical first step in establishing healthy connections in
order to achieve the happiness and peak performance that
we all desire in our lives. She educates audiences on human
connectivity and helps them to create real connections that
support, uplift and inspire solutions for happier home and
work lives.
Wendy holds a Masters in Counseling Psychology and
trained as a therapist prior to working in Silicon Valley for
over 20 years. Her unique education and experience make
her the perfect speaker for corporate events because she
really “gets” the corporate world – including why business
relationships falter and how to create successful, connected
relationships with coworkers and customers.

Book and Connect Today!
210.820.2673
wendy@wendyburruel.com
www.wendyburruel.com
/ConnectWithWendy/
@wendyburruel
/wendyburruel
Wendy Burruel

